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Foreword
The idea of a Special Issue of Implicit Religion on the topic of “Veiling”
sprang from listening to a panel of speakers on this topic, chaired by Dr.
Sarah-Jane Page, at the annual meeting of the British Sociological Association’s Sociology-of-Religion Study-Group in 2011. The Issue contains
(in some instances, developed versions of ) the Papers that were presented
on that occasion, and others, including reviews, that have arrived as a consequence of the “snowball effect.” While being grateful, of course, to all the
authors, for their articles and reviews, and for involving others, particular
thanks go to Sarah-Jane for her constant and companionable co-editing
which, in the midst of odd complexities, has indeed been characteristic of
the entire “team.”
Ideas sometimes simply present themselves (like the idea of implicit religion itself !): it is only afterwards that we can “give a reason for the faith”
that at the time was apparently “within us.” Perhaps students of religion
need to be even more aware than other analysts of humanity, of the risk of
confusing consequences with causes, assuming post hoc proves propter hoc,
equating side-effects with aims, muddling results with motives, converting advantages into intentions. Certainly they are traps that are constantly
fallen into, popularly, and by non-specialists, while sometimes one can’t
help wondering whether (ironically) even students of religion have been
caught out.
In this case, such distinctions hardly matter. It might be said that Veiling
appealed (and I suspect that the human characteristic described by that
verb receives far less attention than it should cp. Paul Heelas, Theorizing
the Sacred: the Role of the Implicit in Yearning “away,” in Implicit Religion,
15.4: 477–521, 2012) as a topic for a Special Issue because it is (a) visible,
(b) public, (c) conspicuous, (d) affirmative, (e) questionable, (f ) provocative, (g) paradoxical, (h) emotive, (i) multivalent, (j) nuanced, and hence,
(k) significant.
Certainly, in the thirty months since that (female but unveiled…) panel
of speakers made their presentations, the relevance of the topic, certainly
in Britain, has both increased and complexified: exactly confirming the
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value of this enterprise. So, not only my, but I anticipate our, thanks to all
involved. This Special Issue may not have solved the issue, but (in my experience) it does aid some much-needed discernment. Indeed, I am thinking
of sending a copy of it to a (recently retired) UK ambassador in the Middle
East, whom I met recently, who could only envisage a single interpretation.
The publicity for a forthcoming exhibition in the British Museum indicates that similar questions have been raised about the crinoline—the
rigid petticoat worn by women, that caused controversy in the nineteenth
century. Did its hooped cage, and the new, machine-made, gauzy fabrics
that supplemented the expensive silks and taffetas turn its wearer into an
“exquisite slave”—or was it welcomed (and is it still envied) as an assertion
of identity? Or, even, might it (at least sometimes) have been both—simultaneously? And what of any other item of women’s—or men’s— clothing
(or lack thereof )? What will not wash (surely?) is any single answer. In secular religions as in canonical religions, a portfolio of meanings enhances,
rather than reduces, the practical importance of the symbolic.
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